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Fifth Columnists

besieging the city. By 1939, as Germany
and France were poised for war, French
Fifth Columnists were busy undermin-
ing those who preached resistance to
German demands. Until now, America
has not had a Fifth Column in its midst,
unless one counts the media during the
war in Vietnam. (Roosevelt unfairly and
needlessly detained Japanese-Ameri-
cans during World War II as potential
Fifth Columnists, when he should have
been detaining some of his cabinet). 

The first real case (Benedict Arnold
aside) of Fifth Columnists inside America
working for foreign interests are the neo-
conservatives, the best known of whom
include David Frum, William Kristol,
Norman and John Podhoretz, Michael
Ledeen, Richard Perle, Paul Wolfowitz,
and the egregious Douglas Feith, as close
to being a foreign agent as is possible to
be but still holding on to his job at the Pen-
tagon. America’s Fifth Columnists aim to
shape United States foreign policy to suit
Israeli interests. The gruesome carnage in
Iraq is proof that this administration is
ready to fight Israeli battles to the last
American marine. 

We have lost more than 1,200 dead,
30,000 wounded, and have killed an
unknown number of Iraqis, not all of
them insurgents or terrorists. We have
military hospitals full of blind and crip-
pled young men and women, while thou-
sands of Iraqis and their children are
mortared and shot daily. Despite the
bloodshed, however, victory in Iraq is
still up for grabs. Not only have the neo-
cons not bothered to apologize, they
want more blood. Mind you, there are no
Frums dying among our troops. Instead,
they are ensconced inside the Beltway
appearing on television and egging the
president on to Tehran and Damascus. 

In a soundbite age, “War on Terror”
has a good ring to it. Once upon a time,
Christian missionaries tried to vanquish
“evil savages” by teaching them religion.
Now we try to teach them democracy.
The way America’s Fifth Column oper-
ates is a simple one. It uses the charge of
anti-Semitism to smear honorable con-
servatives who do not believe that Uncle
Sam’s and Israel’s interests are one and
the same. (The most outrageous exam-
ple was when Midge Decter accused the
venerable conservative Russell Kirk of
anti-Semitism.) David Frum, a sleazy
self-promoter, infamously painted con-
servative writers like Pat Buchanan, Paul
Gottfried, Samuel Francis, Tom Fleming,
and others as unpatriotic Americans, for-
getting to mention that in his book
“unpatriotic” means not serving the
interests of the state of Israel. Norman
Podhoretz’s “World War IV” is a blueprint
for an endless campaign to destroy all of
Israel’s enemies. Why are these bogus
patriots getting away with such stuff?
Alas, it is a very easy question to answer.

With 85,000 members, a staff of 165,
and a $33.4 million annual budget,
AIPAC, the American Israel Political
Affairs Committee, is Washington’s most
influential and most feared lobby. It is
forceful, extremely aggressive, and
more or less calls the tune inside the
Beltway where the Middle East is con-
cerned. Woe to the politician who
ignores its wishes. He will be targeted,
his opponents showered with dona-
tions, his reputation immediately shred-
ded by charges of anti-Semitism. 

Neocons work closely with AIPAC
and the Israeli embassy. As Philip
Giraldi wrote in this magazine, “Princi-
pal neocons have been accused of ille-
gally providing classified information to

Israel. None was ever prosecuted.” Last
I heard AIPAC was busy accusing the
FBI and the CIA of pursuing a vendetta
against Israel and the Pentagon, while
neocon Michael Rubin of the American
Enterprise Institute alleges that the
Franklin affair was motivated by anti-
Semitism. 

America’s pro-Israel stand is nothing
new. Israel is, after all, our closest ally in
the region, despite the spying it regularly
conducts on Uncle Sam. If there ever was
a one-sided marriage, this is it. As
Thomas Friedman wrote in the New York

Times, “there is a steadily rising percep-
tion across the Arab-Muslim world that
the great enemy of Islam is JIA—Jews,
Israel and America, all lumped together
in a single threat.” Friedman goes on to
say that Arab satellite television stations
show split-screen images of Israelis bash-
ing Palestinians and Americans beating
up Iraqi insurgents. Nothing new here.
Arab preachers, mostly paid by our other
“allies,” the Saudi rulers, explain all the
world’s ills by wrapping them up in JIA.
But Arab lies and outrageous anti-West-
ern propaganda aside, the Bush regime’s
total embrace of Ariel Sharon makes it
impossible to know where American
policy stops and Sharon’s begins. 

Now, with Colin Powell gone, my fears
are that Deputy Defense Secretary Paul
Wolfowitz and Undersecretary Douglas
Feith—two of the most bluster-prone
cheerleaders of the Iraq War and of Ariel
Sharon’s brutal and expansionist strat-
egy on the West Bank—will enjoy even
more power and influence. Under normal
circumstances, Rumsfeld, Wolfowitz,
Feith, and others would have been dis-
missed on the spot, and neocon propa-
gandists such as Frum, Kristol, Pod-
horetz, Perle, and their ilk denounced as
working for a foreign power. But we are
not living in normal times. This is the
time of AIPAC, and woe to those who
oppose America’s Fifth Column, starting
with poor little me.

Taki

They were originally Falangist sympathizers inside
Madrid during the Spanish Civil War, prepared to
side with General Franco’s four columns that were 
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Haverhills’ Best Sellers*

*But read this ad for an even better deal!

FOR FASTEST SERVICE, ORDER BY
TOLL-FREE PHONE OR BY FAX.

SEE NUMBERS BELOW.

You may order by toll-free phone, by mail, or by fax and pay by check
or Visa/MasterCard. Please give order number shown after the item.
Add $6.95 shipping/insurance for your order (except add $9.95
ship./ins. for three Admiral Nelson’s Telescopes™  or add $9.95 for
one HandTorch™ or one 48” Laser Level; add 
$19.95 for three HandTorch™ or three 48” Laser Level
units), plus sales tax for MN delivery. You have 30-day return 
and  one-year warranty. We do not refund shipping charges.

For customer service, please call (952) 942-
8010. For wholesale orders, call Chris
Simpson at that same number.
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✆ Order by toll-free phone: (800) 797-7367 or (fastest!) by fax: (952) 942-7999 ✆
Visit our website at www.haverhills.com

For instance: Buy a $69.95 item and a $49.95 item and get another $49.95 or lesser-priced item FREE!

Aspyglass in the great naval tradition…

Adm. Nelson’s Telescope™

(with table-top tripod)

just $59.95*

When Horatio Nelson
fought the battle of

Trafalgar, he used a tele-
scope just like this to moni-
tor the movements of the
French-Spanish fleet. Our
manufacturer has cre-
ated a faithful replica
of the famous scope.
Admiral Nelson’s
Telescope measures
about five inches in its
“collapsed” position and thirteen inches at full length. Views
are twenty-five times larger than the naked eye sees compare to
standard binoculars, which give you only 6x or 8x magnifica-
tions. If you have ever wanted to own  a fine telescope, Admiral
Nelson’s Telescope should be your choice. You’ll receive many
years of enjoyment. Admiral Nelson’s Telescope™ (Chrome)
#1069V1196a  (Brass) #1010V1196b

Here is a lightweight, powerful, and convenient hand-held torch…

Handtorch™ for only $39.95*
Still the greatest watch value; in the air, at sea, and underwater…

Navigator Watch™

only $49.95*

Wear this watch to work, to play, to swim, to
dive—and to rally. The Navigator™ Watch

is steered by a sophisticated, ultra-accurate
Japanese quartz movement that is powered
by a tiny lithium cell. It should last 18
months before needing replacement. The
Navigator™ has both luminous analog dial
and LCD display, giving you dual time
capability. The LCD display shows time
continuously – in 12-hr. or 24-hr. mode. Push
the button and you display day and date. There
is a subtle yet insistent alarm and a switchable
hourly time signal. The stopwatch/chronograph
reads to 1/100 secs. and has “interrupt” and “lap”
modes. A light switch illuminates the display. The
Navigator™ Watch is available in black metal exe-
cution (as per illustration, with linked black
metal band) and silvertone (stainless steel execu-
tion, with linked, silvertone metal band). Both models are water
resistant to 150 ft. The crystal is “mineral glass” – it is virtually
scratch-proof. Black Navigator™ Watch #1005V1196g

Laser Level With Adjustable Aluminum Tripod…

Laser Level™ Kit
only $69.95*

Enjoy the same high degree of accuracy
provided by our 16-inch laser level in the

upgraded Laser “Spirit” Level which comes
with an aluminum rotating bench to allow
for leveling 360 degrees and an adjustable
aluminum tripod. The level is equipped
with a horizontal leveling bubble of
high sensitivity which acts as a crite-
rion for the horizontal leveling. The
level is also fitted with a red laser
which can emit a horizontal or verti-
cal red beam of light up to 1500 feet
accurately with just a touch of a
button. A tough plastic extruded
case conveniently houses the
adjustable tripod, the circle
bench, lenses, and the level
itself.  You are now ready to
project a level beam of light
anywhere needed.  This item takes the “do-it-yourselfer” and pro-
fessional craftsman to the next “level” offering super accuracy and
flexibility with any construction project.Laser Level kit (includes
16” level) #1031V1196c $69.95, 16” Laser Level #1104V1196d $39.95
or, 48” Laser Level #1011V1196e $49.95, and tripod only is $19.95.

BUY ANY 2 ITEMS AND GET ANOTHER ONE FREE!

The Bi-Pin Bulb
Handtorch is

new technology
that provides you
with ultra bright
LED light in either
single or tri-bulb flood
effect and, if you choose, a third option of “focus control” (Bi-pin
bulb). The “water resistant” Handtorch provides the extensive
lifetime of an LED light and has a lightweight aluminum and
rubber body.  The hand carrying strap and nylon carrying case
make it easy to hang on to or strap to your belt. Here  is what we
will send you:
• 3 5mm white LEDs   • 3v 0.2A bi-pin bulb   • Nylon bag
• LED Bulb Life: 100,000 hours   • 3 x 1.5V “AAA” size batteries
(included)   • 1 pc spare bi-pin bulb (included) 
This light is ready to go the minute it hits your home. It’s a must
for camping trips, living in heavily wooded areas, or as an all-pur-
pose flashlight for indoor use. Small enough to leave in the glove
compartment of your car yet super powerful for use in an emer-
gency road situation providing great lighting for tire changing
and under-the-hood visibility. This is the perfect companion on all
your travels. Handtorch™ Item #1105V1196f
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